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Things about which you did not dare think-

On Jun 2, 2017, at 3:40 AM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:
The patriot from Florida is correct…

obama must be charged and arrested and tried…

The list of crimes exceed 100 at last count.  And he is not the only one with whom to be 
dealt.

Agenda 21 – They can’t say they didn’t know!
They can’t say they have not been told!
Title 18 U.S.C. § 4. Misprision of felony – Attention Impostors or Public Servants?
CALIFORNIA PENAL CODE Section 37-38 – Misprision of Treason – Defined
Misprision of a Felony
FOIA – An act of Fraud!
Congressman Rohrabacher… Guilty of treason? Guilty of fraud?
The Travis Allen Affair – District 72 – California
Allan Mansoor; Your Answer Please?
California, Jerry Brown: Deliberate misappropriating public funds? Personally Criminally 
Liable?
California State Agencies under the impostor Jerry Brown:

Attn: Betty T. Yee, California State Controller – You are directed to suspend all 
disbursements of any kind to the criminal impersonator, known as Jerry Brown.
ARREST JERRY BROWN FOR HIGH TREASON AND BREAKING HIS OATH OF OFFICE TO 
THE AMERICAN CITIZENS OF CALIFORNIA!
Jerry Brown, Franchise Manager – Criminally Impersonating Governor of Lawful State—
California?

All pretending public servants to whom this is being sent who fail to take action will be 
confirming the violation of their oath of office.  Violating their oath of office amounts to 
perjury, insurrection and rebellion against the law of the land.  Additionally, those who 
ignore these crimes and fail to act will also be in breach of the fiduciary responsibilities and 
breach of contract.

Just some of the evidence...What more needs to be said?
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With the end of the support for the Agenda 21 hoax and fraud, all public servant 
pretenders, acting as impostors, will begin to be held criminally and civilly liable for any 
financial and physical hardship imposed by the implementation of this fraudulent set of acts 
perpetrated with premeditation against the American people.

As you review the information provided, take notes and prepare to implement action to issue 
arrest warrants against these criminal impostors who have been abusing their public offices 
for so many years.

The Birth and Death of Agenda 21
TREASON IN SAN DIEGO – Agenda 21
THE IMPOSTORS OF AMERICA – Yup—We got them!
05-31-17-the old guy: Greatest Imposters?
attn-fbi-31oct16-arnie-rosner-sorry-you-can-no-longer-just-sit-this-out
Senator Feinstein engaged in Extortion?
OBAMACARE FRAUD AND EXTORTION ON TRACK
Exactly Who is Responsible for this Extortion? US courts are NOT COURTS
FBI Snatches Randy Due #2 – An American Political Prisoner

140 Obama Crimes
Type search term and press enter
U.S News
Wikileaks Releases Full List of Obama’s Crimes!

By Jessica Smith
Posted on March 6, 2017
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Share this:

After Donald Trump became the president of America, the media and liberals just wouldn’t 
leave him alone.

Barack Obama has posed himself as the leader in this chase, although there is nothing 
reasonable or valid to attack Trump with.
After Obama left the White House, the Organization For Action (OFA) managed to train and 
equip in Saul Alinsky tactics many of Obama’s supporters that are now protesting the claims 
that Obama wiretapped the POTUS.  This is where Wikileaks jumped in and released a list 
of everything that incriminates Obama.
This new affair is also known as  “Obamagate”, and Wikileaks helped once more to blow out 
Obama’s secrets wide open.
Take a look:
Obama has a history of tapping & hacking his friends and rivals https://t.co/XbwyNSwTXg 
#NSA #PRISM #Merkel #Sarkozy #BanKiMoon #WTO #Trump pic.twitter.com/5CebcnkFgn
— WikiLeaks (@wikileaks) March 5, 2017
Obama thought that he was the ultimate political figure in America and that this would 
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never change- a personal opinion that has now backfired. Obama has wiretapped not only 
Donald Trump but many other politicians, including his own associates. Among the other 
people wiretapped along with Trump are UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon and German 
Chancellor, Angela Merkel. Furthermore, the former president tapped a phone called 
between the French president, Sarkozy and Merkel.
Here is the full list of everything Obama did, provided by Wikileaks:
* The US National Security Agency bugged a private climate change strategy meeting; 
between UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon and German Chancellor Angela Merkel in Berlin;
* Obama bugged Chief of Staff of UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) for long 
term interception targetting his Swiss phone;
* Obama singled out the Director of the Rules Division of the World Trade Organisation 
(WTO), Johann Human, and targetted his Swiss phone for long term interception;
* Obama stole sensitive Italian diplomatic cables detailing how Israel’s Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu implored Italy’s Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi to help patch up his 
relationship with US President Barack Obama, who was refusing to talk to Netanyahu;
* Obama intercepted top EU and Japanese trade ministers discussing their secret strategy 
and red lines to stop the US “extort[ing]” them at the WTO Doha arounds (the talks 
subsequently collapsed);
* Obama explicitly targeted five other top EU economic officials for long term interception, 
including their French, Austrian and Belgium phone numbers;
* Obama explicitly targetted the phones of Italy’s ambassador to NATO and other top Italian 
officials for long term interception; and
* Obama intercepted details of a critical private meeting between then French president 
Nicolas Sarkozy, Merkel and Berluscon, where the latter was told the Italian banking system 
was ready to “pop like a cork”.

The list continues, with Obama being exposed of spying on several media outlets that 
have not been to his liking. 
* In 2013 the liberal Washington Post expressed outrage after the revelation that the 
Justice Department had investigated the newsgathering activities of a Fox News reporter as 
a potential crime in a probe of classified leaks.  The reporter, Fox News’ James Rosen and his 
family, were part of an investigation into government officials anonymously leaking 
information to journalists. Rosen was not charged but his movements and actions were 
tracked.
* Also in 2013, members of the Associated Press were also a target of the surveillance.  The 
ultra liberal New Yorker even noted that “In moderate and liberal circles, at least, the phone-
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records scandal, partly because it involves the dear old A.P. and partly because it raises 
anew the specter of Big Brother, may well present the most serious threat to Obama’s 
reputation.”
* Reporter Sharyl Attkisson said in 2014 that her personal computer and CBS laptop were 
hacked after she began filing stories about Benghazi that were unflattering to the Obama 
administration.  A source who checked her laptop said the hacker used spyware “proprietary 
to a government agency,” according to an article in the New York Post.
Barack Obama is nothing short of a sneaky and malicious man, that has no interest in 
America or its people. he is just about ready to crush this country if it brought him 
personal gain. this behavior has to stop, so let’s unite and support our president by SHARING 
this story!
What do you think about Obama’s crimes?
Article Source:
uconservative.com
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•   
BREAKING: Air Force Officer Who Witnessed Extortion 17 Attack SEALs Just Said 
We’ve All Been Lied To – Obama Has HELL To Pay 

•   
BAD NEWS FOR OBAMA AFTER WHAT HIS THUGGISH DAUGHTER JUST DID TO 
WHITE HOUSE CORRESPONDENT 
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•   
LIBS MAD ABOUT TRUMP’S “MUSLIM BAN”, LOOK WHAT OBAMA DID TO REFUGEES 
IN 2011… 

https://www.inusanews.com/article/3644961612/list-names-president-barack-obama-crimes-
pardoned
Complete list *still growing* of OBama's scandals, misdeeds, crimes……

LIST: Names and crimes of 78 pardoned by President Barack Obama | 6abc.com

A List of Barack Obamas Scandals, Misdeeds, Crimes and Blunders

A List Of All Obama’s Crimes Has Leaked All Over The Internet… Obama Won’t Handle This!

Wikileaks Releases Full List of Obama's Crimes! - UConservative

List Of Obama's Impeachable Crimes Published - Right Forever

List of American federal politicians convicted of crimes - Wikipedia

The Complete List of Barack Obama’s Scandals, Misdeeds, Crimes and Blunders – 
InvestmentWatch
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obama-news-5e
List of nearly everyone of Obama’s Scandals, Misdeeds, Crimes and Blunders… – Christian 
Political Party
List of people granted executive clemency by Barack Obama - Wikipedia
A Catalog of Obama's Crimes Against America

Wikileaks EXPOSES Obama’s Past Wiretapping Crimes…Here’s The List Of His Victims! – 
American Conservative Herald
List of Obama Failures- Updated and Getting Worse By the Day! – Stephen Martino

MASSIVE LIST OF OBAMA'S CRIMES ; OVER 1,000 INCLUDING SOURCES

Massive List of Obama's crimes ; Over 1000 including sources - American Politic

NO MORE OBAMA COVER UP! Trump Will Publish Weekly List of Illegal Alien Crimes – 
TruthFeed

Obama Can’t Undo His War Crimes with Legacy Politics

Obama’s Legacy – PCTC

Massive List of Obamas Crimes, Gay Sex, Lies, Corruption and and-cronyism | Alternative

Why’s Obama Covering for Russian War Crimes in Syria?

50 Impeachable Crimes and Counting

Ted Cruz Releases List of 76 Illegal Acts By Obama - Truth And Action

Obama Charged With Criminal Terrorism & Crimes Against Humanity – Godfather Politics

Barack Obama on the Issues

403 Forbidden

LEAKED: List Of Every Evil Crime Obama Has Committed While President: THIS IS SICK! ⋆ 
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Freedom Daily

Obamacrimes: Obama Crime Links

LEAKED: List Of Every Evil Crime Obama Has Committed While President: THIS IS SICK! - 
Fury News

Here’s a LOOOONG LIST of OBAMA's CRIMES & SCANDALS that Didn’t Get a Special 
Counsel

Obama's War Crimes Charges - on The Glazov Gang | Frontpage Mag

HARDLY ZEN: Top 5 Obama War Crimes Since His Nobel Peace Prize

Doug Ross @ Journal: President Barack Obama's Complete List of Historic Firsts [Updated]

Trump's weekly list of 'immigrant crimes' is as sinister as it sounds | Daniel Jose Camacho | 
Opinion | The Guardian

Obama Officials Made List of Secret Russia Probe Documents To Protect Them - NBC News

Six Ways That Obama Has Been Worse Than Bush - World Can't Wait

Barack Hussein Obama's unlawful acts - Conservapedia

LiveLeak.com - The Complete Well Sourced List of Barack Obama's Scandals, Misdeeds, 
Crimes, Blunders, Etc... * 780 * Well Sourced Examples AND Counting

Obama’s “high crimes and misdemeanors” - World Socialist Web Site

The People Vs. Barack Obama: The Criminal Case Against the Obama Administration: Ben 
Shapiro: 9781476765136: Amazon.com: Books

Dr. Cornel West: President Obama Is A ‘War Criminal’ [VIDEO] | News One

Here are 1,342 well sourced examples of Obama’Here are 1,342 well sourced examples of 
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Obama’s lying, lawbreaking, corruption, cronyism, hypocrisy, waste, etc. | Dan from Squirrel 
Hill's Blogs lying, lawbreaking, corruption, cronyism, hypocrisy, waste, etc. | Dan from Squirrel 
Hill's Blog

Obama is at Two Dozen Scandals and Counting | White House Dossier

18 Major Scandals in Obama's ‘Scandal-Free’ Presidency - Breitbart

The Complete Collection: Obama’s Scandals, Gaffes, and Power-Grabs [UPDATED!] :: Grabien 
News

252 Documented Examples of Barack Obama’s Lying, Lawbreaking, Corruption, Cronyism, etc. 
» Alex Jones' Infowars: There's a war on for your mind!

Obamacrimes: The Proof!

In 2008, the Left embraced the embodiment of the anti-war movement, Barack Hussein 
Obama. Obama’s anti-war shock troops put away their “Bush is a War Criminal” signs and 
replaced them with “Change You Can Believe In.” The Pied Piper blew into his flute, and his 
glassy-eyed supporters followed him into oblivion.
The result of a zombie nation voting for “Change You Can Believe In?”  The Middle East is 
seething with the Muslim Brotherhood vying with al-Qaeda for power. Our economy is about 
to collapse with an unsustainable $17 trillion national debt. Inflation is rampant. The Fed’s 
endless pumping is making the dollar worthless, and millions of people are out of work or 
have quit looking.
Advertisement - story continues below
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Things about which you did not dare think-

• Report: Trump Picks Fiscal Conservative Mulvaney To Take Helm At OMB
• Trump Earns Endorsement From Tea Party Super PAC
• Federal Appeals Court Rules In Favor Of Tea Party In IRS Suit
Obama is now embroiled in a huge coverup over Benghazi. He created a Tea Party enemies 
list through the IRS that makes Nixon look like a amateur. And last but not least, Obama’s 
chief apologist (the Associated Press) has discovered that their Pied Piper Obama used his 
magic flute not to charm them but to spy on them.
No problem. We’re just talking about failing to rescue Americans under attack, using Chicago 
thug tactics to silence your critics, and nullifying the First Amendment. It’s not that bad, is 
it?
Oh, but that’s not the half of it.
Advertisement - story continues below

Obama has gone on a rampage by remote control, using drones to take out so-called “high-
value” al-Qaeda targets. The only problem is that for every al-Qaeda target he takes out, 
scores of civilians—mostly women and children—are killed as “collateral damage.”
There are estimates as high as 98% of drone strike casualties being civilians (50 for every 
one “suspected terrorist”). The Bureau of Investigative Journalism issued a report detailing 
how the CIA is deliberately targeting those who show up after the sight of an attack, 
rescuers, and mourners at funerals as a part of a “double-tap” strategy eerily reminiscent of 
methods used by terrorist groups like Hamas.
Obama has killed thousands of civilians in order to prove to the American people that “al-
Qaeda is on the run,” a fantasy only Obama and his minions believe.
Jeremy Scahill’s just-published blockbuster book, Dirty Wars, gives a laundry list of the 
“anti-war” Obama’s real record as a war-monger.
Just six months into his presidency, on June 23, 2009, Obama authorized the use of a drone 
to fire multiple hellfire missiles to take out a single high value target on a funeral procession!  
According to Dirty Wars:
Scores of civilians— estimates ranged between eighteen and forty-five— were killed. “After 
the prayers ended people were asking each other to leave the area as drones were 
hovering,” said a man who lost his leg in the attack. “First two drones fired two missiles, it 
created a havoc, there was smoke and dust everywhere. Injured people were crying and 
asking for help…they fired the third missile after a minute, and I fell on the ground.”
According to Dirty Wars, this was simply one of the dozens of attacks on civilians in order to 
take out a single or handful of al-Qaeda suspects. The thousands of civilians that Barack 
Hussein Obama has murdered amounts to genocide.
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Things about which you did not dare think-

Oh, but that’s not the half of it.
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Trending Stories
• Japan Vows To Take Action After North Korea’s Missile Test
• CNN’s Tapper Shuts Down Rosie O’Donnell In Battle Over Griffin Photo
• Musk Quits Advisory Councils Following Trump’s Decision To Withdraw From Paris Accord
A nonpartisan group, The Constitution Project, in their mammoth 600-page report, has 
concluded that Barack Hussein Obama, the 44th President of the United States, should be 
indicted for war crimes in the authorization or coverup of the use of torture during 
interrogation on detainees at Guantánamo and CIA “black sites.”
Buried in the mainstream media amid the Boston Marathon terror attack the day before, on 
April 16, the Constitution Project’s mammoth study, “Task Force on Detainee Treatment“, has 
come to the conclusion that Barack Hussein Obama, under international law, is guilty of 
crimes against humanity.
In countless court cases and testimony, former and current detainees and witnesses report 
extensive use of torture.
According to the Constitution Project report, page 369, describing the court case Abdah v. 
Obama, Barack Hussein Obama secretly authorized the use of torture that included the 
prisoner being:
• Suspended from the ceiling
• Repeatedly drugged
• Whipped with electric cables
• Kept awake for days while being interrogated
• Shackled for days in complete darkness
This was only one of hundreds of instances of torture that Barack Hussein Obama either 
authorized or covered up.
Former naval captain and Deputy Assistant Secretary of State, Dr. Steve Pieczenik, along 
with countless others, have called for an internationally-led Nuremberg-style trial to begin 
immediately in order to indict and try Barack Hussein Obama for war crimes.
Step-by-step, America. First, we must impeach Obama for abandoning our brave Americans in 
Benghazi. First, we must impeach him for using the IRS to punish his enemies. First, we must 
impeach him for nullifying the First Amendment by spying on the press. And then the world 
can get on with finding Barack Hussein Obama guilty of war crimes.
What do you think? Scroll down to comment below. Suggest a correction
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